
Applying Edge Cushion to Edge with No Corners
Edge
Cushion

Amount of Edge Cushion to Completely Cover Rectangular Table

Do Not remove release liner from tape before completing Step #1 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS Model # 2401

TOOLS NEEDED: Measuring Tape, Scissors, Ink Pen, Cloth and Rubbing Alcohol 

Note: Thoroughly clean the table top and side edge surfaces with Rubbing Alcohol where the Edge Cushion will

be attached and allow it to dry for 3 minutes. 

STEP# 1: Measure length of Edge Cushion needed and cut off with scissors. Test fit on edge.

STEP# 2: Peel back approximately 6 inches of adhesive tape release liner from top side of Edge 

Cushion. Place Edge Cushion on top edge as shown. Rub firmly on Edge Cushion to secure tape 

to  edge. 

STEP# 3: Gradually peel back rest of tape release liner from top side of Edge Cushion and adhere

 it to table. Do Not pull or stretch the Edge Cushion when securing to edge.

STEP# 4: Line up Edge Cushion on the side edge and gradually peel back tape release liner and 

press and rub firmly on Edge Cushion to secure tape to the edge. 
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Applying Edge Cushion to Rectangular Table with 4 Corners 

Before applying the Edge Cushion, be sure that you have enough to wrap around entire table. Using 

Tape Measure, measure around table. One roll of Edge Cushion will cover 6 ft. If your table measures 

more than 6 ft but less than 12 ft, you will need two rolls. If greater than 12 ft but less than18 ft, then 

you will need three rolls and so on. With enough material to cover table, proceed to Table Installation

on back page.

STEP# 1: Starting in middle of shortest side of table, place Edge Cushion on table as 

shown. Fig. 1

STEP# 2: Mark the Edge Cushion with an ink pen where it touches table Corner #1. 

Note: Any ink left on the Edge Cushion can be wiped off easily with Rubbing Alcohol.

STEP# 3: Remove the 90 deg Angle Template from the instruction sheet with scissors.

STEP# 4: Place the Angle Template on Edge Cushion as shown and trace around 
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with ink pen . Fig. 2

STEP# 5: Using scissors, cut along inside of lines to remove the “V” shape from 

 Edge Cushion. Fig. 3.  
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Applying Edge Cushion to Rectangular Table with 4 Corners  (continued)

STEP# 6: With the “V” shaped removed, fold up the Edge Cushion 

to form corner and place it on table corner #1. Fig. 4

STEP# 7: While holding Edge Cushion in place, start at left side 

of “V” notch and peel back 6 inches of top side tape release liner from 

Edge Cushion and press on Edge Cushion to adhere it to table. 

STEP# 8: Peel back 6 inches of release liner from top side of  

Edge Cushion on right side of “V’ notch. Line up the two sides 

of the “V” notch and press on Edge Cushion to adhere it to table. 

STEP# 9: Gradually peel back rest of tape release liner from  

top left side of Edge Cushion and adhere it to table.

STEP# 10: Gradually pull back top side tape release liner on 

Edge Cushion on right side of “V” notch and adhere it to table. 

Stop adhering Edge Cushion to table 6 inches from table corner #2. 

Do Not to pull or stretch the Edge Cushion when securing to table.

STEP# 11:  Hold Edge Cushion against table side edge at corner #2 
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Applying Edge Cushion to Rectangular Table with 4
Corners  (continued)

and mark it with ink pen where it touches the corner. Repeat steps

 #4 thru #7 to form Corner #2.

STEP# 12:Peel back rest of top side tape release liner on left side of 

corner #2 and adhere Edge Cushion to table. Fig. 5

STEP# 13:Peel back 6 inches of release liner from top side of 

 Edge Cushion on right side of Corner #2. Line up the two sides 

of the “V” notch and adhere Edge Cushion to table. 

STEP# 14:Peel back rest of top side tape release liner from right

side of Edge Cushion and adhere to table.
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STEP# 15:Peel back 6 inches of tape release liner from top side of 

second roll of Edge Cushion. Line up beginning of second roll with e

end of first roll and adhere to table.. Fig. 6

STEP# 16:Continue adhering second roll of Edge Cushion around table

until you are 6 inches away from the start of first roll. With release liner 

still on Edge Cushion, overlap the two sections, mark and cut off with 

scissors to fit. Peel back rest of top side tape release liner and adhere 

Edge Cushion to table. Fig. 7 & 8

STEP# 17:Go around table and press firmly on top side of Edge Cushion 

to ensure that tape adheres to table.

STEP# 18:With top side of Edge Cushion attached to table, gradually 

peel back the side edge tape release liner from Edge Cushion. Press firmly on

Edge Cushion as you work around the table to ensure that it adheres to table. 

Allow several hours for tape to bond .

Fig. 6 (Step #16)
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Important: :DO NOT REMOVE EDGE CUSHION WITHOUT HEATING ADHESIVE FIRST

Clearly Safe Edge Cushion is designed to stay securely attached to your furniture to help protect your child. When you wish to remove the Edge Cushion, use a hair
dryer on medium to soften the adhesive to make it easier to remove. Start at one end of the Edge Cushion and apply warm heat to adhesive. Lift up Edge Cushion
and peel it off. Continue the process until  Edge Cushion is removed. If there is any “stickiness” left behind, use the product “Goo Gone” on a soft cloth to remove it.

This product is not a substitute for adult supervision. Questions – Please call: 1-800-845-9236 or visit www.kidkusion.com

The Clearly Safe Edge Cushion is not recommended for use on antique or heirloom furniture. Because all furniture finishes are different, we cannot
guarantee furniture finishes.
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